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Liaison file

On 10 September 1982 I visited SDS for a meeting
with:
and David Short.

HN68

2. { HN1o6 l S taking
and possibly
to
Leed -dh-T9 - 26 September, the former is being sent
there
by
RCP. David Short asked for any useful information
about RCP
in Leeds. (Information passed by telephone on 14
September).

•).
HN136 :is feeling over-exposed at 848
Whitechapel Road, and
wondered whether we had a
that would enable him to
avoid risking his security
. (F7AMM is in the
process of applying).
L. Mike CHITTY, ex-Kent police, Bermuda SB
considered for SDS.

A new source is bein
)
.

, is being

run into North

promise

pp s w en we next meet.

C. In answer to 1 HN68 i query in serial
I confirmPd that
we would like publiaitions produced by Pit
Anti-Apartheid
Movement.

•

7. I outlined our interest in the new _SW

National Office as
asked for by F?Ill in serial
HN155 is their most difficult
c ustomer. They are aware that he hat-hifit- yet
met our brief at
serial 11111 They will chase up the list of Leyton
SWP members
as requested in serial

8. I passed over the photograph of
as requested by
F7.11 in serial
and the recent longer brief from the same
desk. ITSB demand for newspapers is high. I said
that we would
ask other sources if our request increased
L HN106
exposure.

9. I passed over rill's brief as at serial 11111
10. I further pressed our interest in Peace News/London
Peace
Action (PL), Greenpeace and
anMdivicluM
j On this occasion,
David Short wrote it down. Since our last meeting I had
discovered
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2.
that
to

. David Short will mention our interest
, but suggested that
should also put our interest in writing to MPSB.

As usual, the meeting was very cordial. Over a drink I
11.
floated the idea of SDS talent spotting for our longer term
source penetration. David Short was receptive while mentioning
head office apprehension about anything that could blow the
SDS operation.
S "'Craft
David Short regretted missing out on the
12.
meeting. I assured him that it had been largely liquid and that
I would promote a further more social occasion:

•

15.
While David Short was buying a round, I told [1:1-N68i how much
F7M had enjoyed meeting HN85 (unofficially promoted 'by HN68
early in August). : HN68 :was anxious that David should contiEue
not to know about the—ffeeting as he was obliged to follow office
policy which was against such contacts.
14.
I showed SDS six MI5 letters dating from 4 August to
2 September copied to me and sent to MPSB to which SDS would
contribute in the reply. HiN68had seen none of these. They
were wary of bypassing the—siStem and none of the letters were
more than routine. so I did not leave copies. It is, however,
a reminder that much depends on the appropriate MPSB squad
realising that SDS can help.
15.

HN106 :has

seen nothi

d

more of

the Milita Attache

•
16 September 1982
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